Public hearings into Walmart/Massmart merger.

Firstly i am indeed honoured by your prompt response and professionalism towards me.
Iniitially when you had responded via e-mail,i had thought that this was some kind of obscure dream.
My initial idea was to be slotted in after the unions' input.
Parliament truly is a peoples institution.
What i didnt quite understand was Hon. Chair's rule re sub judice

And that the matter was before the Competition Appeal Court.
Now,we must remember that the findings of the Competition Tribunal is on appeal.
A tribunal is not a court,so how then can this matter(details thereof) be sub judice?
Should the rules not be changed somewhat?
We speak of separation of powers and the fact that we should respect and uphold these.

My submission revised is as follows..
It is difficult to run a country where one has to weigh up the national interest and the law/or the provisions created by this parliament for people and juristic entities to engage,transact and acquire other businesses and entities by way of buying share or immovable property.

If in other words countries with a sophisticated regulatory mechanism like Germany has prevented this entity from operating within its jurisdiction.
In some states of the US,similar findings have been made for a variety of reasons.
This stems from the business model used as well as its management style. 
Predatory pricing

This will obliterate all competition as the scale of the merged entity will indicate who will rule the roost.
De-industrialisation
The Supply chain that is dominated by the merged entity would signal the end of meaningful producers(factories) in a major way,as many will go out of business as they will source goods elsewhere where it is cheaper.In all probability, the sweatshops of the Far East or Latin America or even Africa for that matter where legislation and policy does not cover these issues in a meaningful way.

In other words we will become a nation of consumers.
It is pleasing to see that certain cabinet ministers today had indicated that we need to relook our policy and legal framework with regard to mergers.The article is in Business Day.
We do realise that it is not easy to run a country,specially for the lawmakers who have to test whether their current idea is correct.
Another important fact to consider is that South Africa had signed international agreements  of the WTO clearing the way for a foreign investor to enter the country without any restrictions.In other words according to the WTO,irrespective of the size of the entity entering the country,we cannot apply any added restrictions on it from doing business here.
The question i ask once more is,at what point does the national interest become paramount?
The national question is the size of this entity.

It is comparable to the GDP of developed countries.

A multi national corperation operates paying scant regard to countries sovereignity in which they operate.

 An important aspect to consider is that of the BEE shareholding within the merged entity.

Will our policy in this regard still be applicable if the entity is no longer domiciled in the Republic of South Africa.

Our country is not for sale.
51% shareholding means that the entity can change the executive.

What then?
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